Handout #6: Practice with Research Databases

**Topic:** What research has been done on how people detect deception?

**Keywords:** detecting AND deception or deceit

**Database:** Communication and Mass Media Complete

1. In the search box, type in: detecting deception

Try again. Type in: detecting in the first search box. deception in the second search box.

Try again. Type in: detect* in the first search box. deception or deceit in the second search box.

Search. Choose “Academic Journals”

2. Review results. Some full text links are available.

3. Look at this item: “Call Their Bluff! Detecting Deception in Negotiation.” Is this a research study?

4. Look at this item: “The Influences of Deception and Computer-Mediation on Dyadic Negotiations.” Is this a research study?

5. Look at this item: “Detecting Deceit Via Analyses of Verbal and Nonverbal Behavior in Children and Adults.”


7. – Leads to full text. This article is also available in hard copy.

8. Compile list of references
   - Add to folder
   - Print, email, save, export

   Export some items to Refworks.

**Database:** Communication Abstracts

1. Type in: detect* AND (deception OR deceit)
   - Click on "Peer Reviewed Journals: 56"

2. Look at this item: “A comparison of deception behavior in dyad and triadic group decision making in synchronous computer-mediated communication”
   - Review citation, abstract, descriptors, cited by.
   - Click on . (Keep following the "full text" links.)

3. Compile list of references
   1. Mark records
   2. Update marked list
   3. Save/print/email records. Turn off pop-up blocker.
   4. Create a bibliography - but double check the accuracy!
   5. Also have Export to Refworks button.
Database: ComAbstracts

1. Only one search box, whether Basic or Advanced.
   Type in: detect* AND (deception OR deceit)

2. Look at the this item from 2005: “Testing the effects of nonverbal behavior training on accuracy in deception detection with the inclusion of a bogus training control group”
   - View full record and link options
   - Review parts of the record: author, title of article, journal name, abstract
   - Check your library for other fulltext access
     - OLINKS window -- full text and hard copy both available. Also have option to “Find Similar Items in” other sources.
   - Email record (can only do one record at a time)

3. Look at the this item from 2001: “Does participation affect deception success?”
   - View full record and link options
   - About “Read full article” -- uses DjVu plugin, which is not available on most computers.
   - Instead, check your library for other fulltext access

Search engine: Google Scholar

Importance of the VPN.

1. In the search box, type in: detect* deception OR deceit

2. Click on “Recent Articles”
   Note pull down menu next to the search box now.

3. See this item: Detecting Deception Using Functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging
   Click on Find It With OLINKS. (Keep following the "full text" links.)

4. For more focused results, go to the Advanced Search option.
   Choose Subject Areas of Social Sciences, Arts, & Humanities, then Search.
   Click on “Recent Articles”
   Note sometimes it’s “OhioLINK OLINKS” under the entry.

RefWorks

Generate a bibliography.